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The object of this paper is to classify all the Buekenhout ovals of order q < 8. 
The close relationship between Buekenhout ovals of even order q = 2t- 2 and 
partial geometries pg(t, 2t - 3, t - 2) is pointed out. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Buekenhout oval (B-dual) of order q, say B, = (M, F), consists of a set 
M of q + 1 > 3 points and a set F of permutations (involutions) of M such 
that: 
(i) each f E F has order at most 2; 
(ii) F is quasi sharply 2-transitive in the sense that for any (a,, a,), 
(6,) b2) E M x M, with a, # bj (i, j = 1,2), there is a unique f E F such that 
S@,) = az,f(b,) = b,. 
Note that the identical permutation 1, belongs to F if and only if q is 
even. 
The concept of a B-oval is the generalization of that of a projective oval. 
We remark that (Tits [ 181) a projective oval is defined as any subset S2 of at 
least three points of a projective plane, call it II, no three of which are 
collinear and such that for every x E Q there is a unique line (called the 
tangent at x) of II meeting fi only at x. 
Each projective oval n gives rise in a natural way to a B-oval (II, r) 
whose points are those of Q and whose involutions can be identified with the 
points of the plane not lying on a as follows: The involution 9, associated 
withpETI\Qfixesxwhen]pxnfi~=l,mapsxinx’when/pxnQ]=2 
with px n fi = {x, x’}. The B-oval obtained in this way frorn a projective 
* This work was done while the author was member of the G.N.S.A.G.A. of Consiglio 
Nazionale delle Ricerche. 
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oval S2 of a projective plane II will be called projective B-oval. A B-conic is 
a B-oval which arises from a nondegenerate conic S2 of a pascalian 
projective plane as previously mentioned. An automorphism of a B-oval is a 
map v, of M onto itself which preserves the involutionsfbelonging to F: that 
is, for any f E F the permutation q 0 f o q7-’ also belongs to F. Any 
involution of a B-oval which is an automorphism of the same B-oval will be 
called regular. 
A secant line of a B-oval consists of two points X, y E M, x # y, and all 
involutions exchanging x with y; a tangent line of a B-oval consists of a 
point x E M and all involutions fixing x (we shall denote such lines by (x, y) 
and (x,x), resp.). A secant or a tangent line is called regular if its 
involutions are all regular. A secant or a tangent line I is called pascalian if 
for any three not necessarily distinct involutionsf, g, h E I, also h 0 g o f E 1. 
Given a B-oval B, of order q, we shall denote by R(B,), P(B,), and I(B,) 
the sets of regular lines, pascalian lines, and regular involutions of B,, 
respectively. Moreover, let Aut B, be the automorphism group of B, and let 
(Aut B,), be the stabilizer of x, x E M. 
Using some recent results of Mathon [ 15 1, we prove 
THEOREM. There are exactly nine isomorphism classes of B-ovals of 
order q, 2 < q < 8. These ovals and their main properties of regularity are 
listed in Table I. 
Regarding the B-ovals of order greater than 8, we have little information. 
However, the problem of finding all projective ovals of the known projective 
TABLE1 
Order 
ofB, Aut B, W,) P(B,) I(%) 
Conies 2 < 4 < 8 f=xq) All lines All lines All involutions 
qf6 
Projective 8 23~l.3 Unique Unique tangent All involutions fixing x 
fixes a tangent at x 
point x at x 
Nonprojective 8 3* . S&(3) Empty All tangents Identity and the 9 
involutions conjugate in 
Aut B, to the central 
involution of S&(3) 
8 S-&(3) Empty Unique tangent Two members of 
fixes a atxand4 -w-b(3)) 
point x secants 
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planes of order 9, as well as the problem of their classification have been 
solved, see [8]. At present no B-oval of order 9 has been found other than 
projective B-ovals. 
As is well known the existence problem of projective planes of order 10, 
which is now being intensively investigated (e.g., see [3, 14, 17]), is still 
unsolved. From this fact, it would seem that the problem of finding B-ovals 
of order 10 is not a simple problem. It is also known that if there is a 
projective plane of order 10 then its collineation group has order 1, 3, or 5. 
In this context, it is also interesting to note that from our Lemmas 14 and 
[ 1.51 follows the nonexistence of B-ovals with an automorphism of order 11. 
2. PENCILS OF A COMPLETE GRAPH AND PARTIAL GEOMETRIES 
Notation and terminology are standard. A discussion of partial geometries 
and graphs may be found in the works of Bose [2], Mathon [1.5], and Thas 
[ 161. For a thorough discussion of B-ovals the reader may refer to the work 
of Buekenhout [5]. 
We use the additional notation: Let K,, be the complete graph on the 
vertex set V(K,,) = (0, l,..., 2t - I} and let us fix a vertex v E V(K,,). For 
any a E V(K,,)\{u}, a pencil P,, is a set of (2t - 3) l-factors (t mutually 
disjoint edges) of K,, such that any two l-factors have only the edge {vu) in 
common. A set of (2t - 1) pencils P,, with a running on V(K,,)\{V} is called 
a conzguration L, of Kzl, when any two l-factors belonging to different 
pencils have at most one point in common. 
Two configurations L, and L,, are said to be isomorphic if there exists an 
incidence-preserving bijection on V(K,,) mapping edges (l-factors) of L, 
onto edges (l-factors) of L,,. An isomorphism of L, onto itself is called an 
automorphism. The set of automorphisms of L, form a group Aut L, called 
the automorphism group of L,. 
As it is easy to show, see [5], if q is even and of the form q = 2t - 2, all 
nonidentical involutions of a B-oval B, have one and only one fixed point, 
and the number of nonidentical involutions of a tangent line (a, a) of B, is 
2t - 3 (=q - 1). 
Now we start the study of B-ovals of even order with the help of 
configurations L,. 
LEMMA 1. Each B-oval of even order q gives rise to a configuration L, 
of KZf with q = 2t - 2. Conversely, if L, is a conflgurution of K,, then it 
gives rise to a B-oval (M,, F(L,)) of order q = 2t - 2, for all w E V(K,,). 
Proof: Given a B-oval of even order q, we assume q = 2t - 2 and M = 
{ 1, 2,..., t - I}. Let I = (a)(u,b,) ..a (a,-,b,+,) be any nonidentical 
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involution of B, which fixes a (i.e., belongs to the tangent line (a, a) of B4). 
We define l-factor F(I) associated with I as the set consisting of the t edges, 
lOa}, {a,b,},..., {a,-lb,-,I. 
Since F is quasi sharply 24ransitive, the set 
F(I) I 1 E (a9 U)\{lMl I 
is a pencil P,, of K,,. Moreover the set 
is a configuration L, of K,, . We shall call it the derived configuration of B, . 
Conversely, given a configuration L, of K,,, let us consider for any 
x E V(K,,)\{n} the pencil P,, of L,. For every l-factor F,, belonging to P,,, 
we define an involution I(F,,). If F,, consists of the edges, 
{~a}, ia, b, I,..., {at-lb,- 11, 
then I(F,,) fixes a and interchanges the vertices a, and bi, i.e., I(F,,) = 
(a)(a,b,) .a. (a,-,b,-J. Put 
M, = (0, l,..., 2t - 1 }\{w} 
and 
FL) = W,,) I F,, E Pm1 ” 11 M,, 1. 
It is easy to verify that F(L,) is a family of involutory permutations acting 
on M, as a quasi sharply 2-transitive permutation set. Hence, (M,,., F(L,)) is 
a B-oval of order 9 = 2t - 2, for all w E V(K,,). From now on we shall 
denote by B(w, L,) the B-oval obtained from L, with respect to w E V(K,,). 
Also the following is well known (Mathon [ 15]), 
LEMMA 2. The configuration L,, 0 < v < 2t - 1, forms a partial 
geometry pg(t, 2t - 3, t - 2) such that the points and lines are the edges and 
1 -factors of L, , respectively. 
In the case when B, is a projective B-oval, from Lemmas 1 and 2, we get 
LEMMA 3. Each projective B-oval (a, r) of even order q gives rise to a 
configuration L, of Km q = 2t - 2, containing (t - 1)(2t - 3) I- 
factorizutions of K,, , any two of which have exactly one common l-factor. 
Conversely, from any such configuration L, of K,, a projective B-oval 
B(w, L,) of order q with q = 2t - 2 for all w E V(K,,) can be obtained. 
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ProoJ By Lemma 1, each projective B-oval (a, r) of even order q gives 
rise to a configuration L, of K,, with q = 2t - 2. In this connection, if a is a 
projective oval of the projective plane II, then each exterior line to ti of II 
leads to a l-factorization of L,. As II has q(q - 1)/2 exterior lines to fi, L, 
has (t - 1)(2t - 3) I-factorizations. It is clear that any two of such l- 
factorizations have exactly one common factor. Conversely, given a 
configuration L, having (t - 1)(2t - 3) 1-factorizations such that any two 
have exactly one common l-factor, let us consider the following incidence 
structure S = (9,9,7): 
(i) the elements of .Y (points) are the (2t - 1)(2t - 3) l-factors of L, 
together with the 2t (2t - 1)cliques (vi) of T(2t) (triangular graph of order 
2t or line graph of K,,), ui E V(K,,); 
(ii) the elements of 59 (lines) are the t(2t - 1) edges of K,, together 
with the (t - 1)(2t - 3) I-factorizations of L,; 
(iii) the incidence 7 is defined as follows 
(1) a line associated with a edge {xy} of K,, incident with the 
two cliques (x) and (y) and the (2t - 3) l-factors of L,, 
containing {xy) (see Lemma 2); and 
(2) a line associated with a l-factorization of L, incident with the 
(2t- 1) l-factors which it contains. 
Put q = 2t - 2. It is immediately verified that the incidence structure S has 
(q2 + q + 1) points, (q2 + q + 1) lines, (q + 1) points on a line, and for any 
two distinct points of S there exists a line of S incident with both of them. By 
a theorem of Barlotti [ 11, S is necessarily a projective plane of order q. In S, 
a = l(x) I x E V(K,,)\bll 
is a set of (q + 1) points no 3 of which are collinear (i.e., a projective oval). 
Clearly, B(w, L,) is isomorphic to the projective B-oval which arises from a 
in S and, therefore, B(w, L,,) is a projective B-oval. 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE GROUP AutB(w,L,) 
Let B, = (M, F) be a B-oval of order q = 2t - 2, where M = { 1, 2 ,..,, 
2t - 1). Given z E Aut B, we can define a bijection, 
fz VW,,) + V&t), 
where V(K,,) := MU {0}, as 
f(u) = z(v) 
z’(0) = 0. 
if v # 0, 
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If we define F(I)’ as the l-factor of Kzt: 
[{Oz(a)}, {z(q) r(b,)},..., MLl> ~VJ-JII~ 
then it is not diffkult to show that 
fE Aut L, for all r E Aut B,. 
Conversely, given a vertex u E V(K,,), let us consider a configuration L, of 
KZt, and put M, = V(K,,)\{w}. 
If CI E Aut L, and o(w) = w (i.e., 01 E (Aut L,),) then we can define a 
bijection 2: M,+ M, by 
E(x) = a(x) for all x E M,. 
Therefore, if F = [{MU}, {a,b,} ,..., {a,-,!~~,}] is a l-factor of L, then F* is 
also a l-factor of L, such that the involution I(F*) on B(w, L,) coincides 
with I(F)‘, i.e., a’ E Aut B(w, L,) for all CI E Aut L,. This proves our 
LEMMA 4. Let L, be a configuration of K,,. Then the following 
statements hold: 
(i) Aut B(w, L,) z (Aut L,),for all w E V(K,,); 
(ii) B(w, L,) E B(w’, L,) ifund only if there is a a E Aut L,, such that 
a(w) = w’. 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let PG(2,q) be the pascalian projective plane of order q and let a be the 
set of points of a nondegenerate conic of PG(2, q). It has been shown (see [5, 
Propositions 3.9, 8.81) that if As = (a, r) is the projective B-oval which 
arises from a (B-conic), then the following statements hold: 
(i) Aut A4 E PTL,(q); 
(ii) R(Aq) = P(A,), and R(6,) contains all the tangent and secant 
lines of A, ; 
(iii) I(A,) E l-‘. 
Construction of the B-ovals of order 2, 3, 4, and 5 is quite easy to do by 
hand. They are unique and are necessarily the B-tonics which arise from the 
nondegenerate tonics 0 of PG(2, q), for q = 2, 3, 4, 5. There is no B-oval of 
order 6 (see [5, 9.101). 
The proof of the uniqueness of the B-oval of order 7 was given by the 
author (see [ 111) with the aid of an electronic computer. 
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Proof of the existence of two and only two nonisomorphic projective B- 
ovals of order 8 was given by Buekenhout (see [5, 9.111). For more details 
the reader can consult [9, 5.b]. It can be seen that in order to obtain this 
same conclusion the application of Lemmas l-4 and the following result (see 
[ 151) will be sufficient. 
There exists exactly one configuration L, of K,, which contains 
(t - 1)(2t - 3) = 28 I-factorizations of KlO, any two having at most one l- 
factor in common. Aut L, fixes 0, is triply transitive on the vertices 1, 2,..., 9 
of Km, and Aut L, r P&(8). Finally, a proof of the existence of at least 
two nonisomorphic and nonprojective B-ovals of order 8 was given by the 
author (see [IO, 12, 131). 
The chief result on the existence of two and only two nonprojective B- 
ovals of order 8 is by way of an exhaustive search on a computer which has 
been completed by Mathon (see [ 151) independently from the previous notes 
of the author. 
In his paper, Mathon shows that there exists a unique configuration L, of 
K,, which does not contain any set of (t - 1)(2t - 3) (=28) 1-factorizations 
of Km, any two having at most one l-factor in common. Furthermore, he 
shows that Aut L, fixes 0 and is doubly transitive on the vertices 1, 2,..., 9 of 
K,,* Hence, from Lemmas 1-4, it follows that there exist only two nonpro- 
jective B-ovals of order 8. Therefore, the theorem is proved. 
For a complete analysis of these B-ovals and their sets R(B,), P(B,), I(B,) 
the reader can consult [lo, 12, 131. 
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